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Abstract—Augmented Reality (AR) systems based on head-
mounted displays intrinsically provide the user with an egocentric
and natural viewpoint, and for this reason they are deemed as the
most efficient solution for those tasks manually performed under
user’s direct vision. They are commonly classified according to
the AR paradigm implemented: Video See-Through (VST) and
Optical See-Through (OST). A current research goal for these
systems is to determine either of which of the two modalities is to
be considered the best solution for the guidance of high-precision
manual tasks. To answer this question, in this paper we report
the outcomes of two user studies performed by our research team
that involved a commercially available OST (Microsoft HoloLens)
and a customized new-concept VST head-mounted display. The
average error in tracing a line under AR aid is considerably
inferior in VST user study than the one performed with OST
device (1 mm and 5.8 mm, respectively). However, some of the
advantages offered by OST device are not negligible, thus a
hybrid solution implementing the two paradigms can overcome
the limitations of both technologies.

Index Terms—augmented reality, head-mounted display, opti-
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I. INTRODUCTION

Augmented Reality (AR) systems allow the real-time visu-
alization of additional information within the real environment
for an enhanced user interactive experience [1]. AR tech-
nology has been employed for the development of wearable
visors, more commonly referred to as Head-Mounted Displays
(HMDs), whose uses range in many application fields, from
gaming [2] to industry [3], engineering design [4] to medicine
[5], and derived combinations [6]. The increasing interest in
these new devices is due to the possibility of carrying out
freehand movements under the user’s direct vision maintaining
his/her egocentric perspective [7], [8].

The enhancement of the real world view with the superim-
position of computer-generated three-dimensional (3D) objects
can be obtained either with an Optical See-Through (OST) or
a Video See-Through (VST) HMDs [9]. In both cases, visors
embody semi-transparent displays placed in front of the user’s
eyes; the distinction between the two approaches consists in
the see-through paradigm they adopt. Whereas with OST the
user’s direct view of the real scene is preserved and only
the virtual content is projected onto the display [10], with



VST visors the real scene, acquired from one or two external
cameras, is shown on the display together with the virtual
enrichment only after it has been consistently merged with it
[11].

The use of commercial AR system based on HMD tech-
nology is investigated by many authors in several contexts
[12]. One of the research areas impacted by the use of
AR HMD is the image-guided surgery, potentially providing
surgeons with a useful planning and/or navigation tool that
integrates medical imaging into surgical workflow [13]–[16].
However, existing perceptual issues are related to the rendering
appropriate focus cues [17], [18], especially during manual
task: the interaction between real and virtual objects, which
are projected at a fixed focal distance (generally between 2m
and infinity), causes perceptual conflicts, such as vergence-
accommodation conflict (VAC) and focus rivalry (FR) [19],
[20] due to the incapability of human eye to keep in focus
both the virtual and real content simultaneously. In addition,
commercial AR HMD have been developed as general-purpose
products: the absence of a framework specifically dedicated to
medical applications, a platform-dependent tracking method
and/or a complex calibration technique represent other major
drawbacks [21].

Nowadays, OST HMDs are considered for surgical ap-
plications since they provide a full-scale resolution of the
real scenario and can allow the safely completion of the
intervention even if the display fails, since the direct view of
reality is not compromised [22]. On the other hand, the VST
paradigm can offer an accurate registration of virtual content to
the real scene at the cost of camera-mediated view. This can be
translated into a higher system lag (from 50ms to 80ms), due
to the time needed for the processing of the images grabbed
by the cameras, the tracking, and the visualization of contents
[23]. However, this can be exploited as an advantage as the
acquired video of the real scene can be delayed to match the
virtual elements. In OST HMDs, system lag affects only the
virtual content, resulting in spatial and temporal misalignment
between the real and virtual information that can negatively
interfere with the user performance and/or cause discomfort.
Despite the development of increasingly sophisticated OST
headsets, perceptual and technological limitations have to be
addressed, as they preclude the employment of such devices
to accurately guide and perform surgical manual tasks where
a high level of precision is demanded (i.e. incision/cutting
of human body tissues). By means of example, the intrinsic
virtual-to-real latency of the OST is one of these limitations.
To overcome the latency purely due to the tracking process,
hybrid tracking strategies, such as the one integrated in the
Microsoft HoloLens, that combine the results of optical self-
tracking with the speed of inertial measurement units (IMUs)
are required.

To provide a reasonable answer to which of the two see-
through paradigms is the most effective tool in guiding high-
precision manual tasks, in this work we describe two recent
user studies carried out by our research group employing an
advanced OST and a custom-made VST HMDs, respectively.

II. HIGH-PRECISION MANUAL TASK WITH AR HMDS

In the following subsections, two user studies for the
evaluation of AR headsets employed as guidance for two-
dimensional (2D) high-precision manual tasks are reported
(Fig.1). In particular, the first work concerns one of the
most advanced HMD OST on the market used for exploring
the perceptual conflicts effects in AR-guided “connect-the-
dots” tasks [24]. The second study was designed to evaluate
the accuracy when tracing a simulated incision line with a
customized VST visor [25].

Fig. 1. AR headsets employed for the execution of high-precision manual
task: the OST Microsoft Hololens (A), and a modified HDM (B).

In both studies, a number of participants from technical
employees and university students were recruited. Moreover,
the methods employed to perform test are reported, together
with the qualitative and quantitative evaluation results.

A. Study A: commercial OST device

In order to investigate the effect of VAC and FR, together
and separately, during the execution of AR guided manual task
with a commercial OST headset, an user study has been first
conducted by Condino et al. [24].

As shown in Fig.2, the experimental study involved the use
of the Microsoft HoloLens to conduct a simple task such as
drawing consecutive lines (14 in total) on a paper, using a
pen and a ruler, following a series of points marked with
numbers. Twelve sequences of numbered dots were created
and randomly associated for each participant (20 in total) with
the following four test modalities: monocular and binocular
naked-eye (NEmon and NEbin), and monocular and binocular
AR guidance (ARmon and ARbin). More specifically, in the NE
modalities, the numbered points series were printed on a paper
and the subject was asked to draw lines on an overlaying



tracing sheet. As for the AR-guided session, the binocular
test was planned to determine the effect of the FR and VAC
together, while the monocular version aimed to evaluate the
effect the FR solely. Moreover, in AR modalities, user’s eye
was obliged to focus on the virtual numbered points and real
objects (pen, ruler, and paper). Each participant was asked to
accomplish three times the “connect-the-dots” tasks in each
modalities.

Fig. 2. OST HMD Study: on the left, the experimental set up during a testing
session; on the right, examples of one task respectively performed with both
naked-eye, i.e. without AR (A), and with AR (B) modalities.

Each trial was analyzed to evaluate the accuracy in con-
necting dots. More in particular, for each testing session, the
maximum and mean difference in length between each line
drawn by the participant and the correspondent virtual seg-
ment, and the maximum and mean gap between the endpoints
Endi and Startj of each pair (i, j) of consecutive lines were
calculated. Time to complete tests was also recorded.

All testing sessions were successfully accomplished by all
the participants who did not indicate any appreciable spatial
shift of the virtual information. The maximum error committed
by participants in AR modality is 5.9±1.7 mm in length versus
2.8 ± 1.2 mm in NE modality, with gaps up to 5.8mm and
2.3mm, respectively.

Collected data (difference in length and gap between traced
lines and predicted ones) were subjected to a post hoc analysis
with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests via Bonferroni correction
to examine whether the modality test has an effect on the
subject performance. A statistically significant difference, set
at p<0.012, depending on test modality, was observed between
the two monocular tests (NEmon vs. ARmon) and between the
two binocular tests (NEbin vs. ARbin). However, no significant
differences are shown between monocular and binocular tests
neither for naked-eye (NEmon vs. NEbin) nor for AR-guided
modalities (ARmon vs. ARbin).

Difference in perceived workload according to both different
AR modalities (ARmon and ARbin) and user characteristics
(experience with AR, with Hololens and with virtual reality),
and subjective evaluation of focus cues were also examined

by administering questionnaires to subjects (NASA-TLX and
Likert). In the Likert questionnaire, participants declared to
have perceived virtual content (dots and numbers) as clear and
sharp in AR-guided visualization modes, but they expressed
a neutral opinion regarding: the ability to contemporaneously
focus at the virtual and real objects, the perception of visual
discomfort due to blur, the comfort of using the AR guidance
for the selected task, the trustability of the AR modality
to successfully guide manual task, their confidence in the
precision they can reach in manual tasks guided by the
AR modality. Finally, users stated to have perceived more
visual fatigue during binocular than monocular AR tests,
but this difference was not statistically significant. In both
comparisons, statistical analysis did not identify significant
differences neither between the monocular and binocular AR
modalities (Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test) nor between groups
with different experience with augmented and virtual reality
systems (Kruskal-Wallis test).

B. Study B: customized VST device

As aforementioned, VST paradigm allows to obtain a more
accurate registration between the real scene and the virtual
enrichment, even if provided with a higher latency time.
As described in our previous works [26], [27], a commer-
cial binocular OST visor can be re-engineered to obtain a
HMD that could yield both the video and optical see-through
paradigms. As a matter of fact, assembling together a HMD,
two RGB cameras and a pair of liquid-crystal (LC) optical
shutters, they obtained a headset able to switch from OST
to VST mode, and viceversa, thanks to the electronically
transparency change of these latter.

Recently, Cutolo et al. [25] presented a software framework
for the deployment of AR application for the in-situ visu-
alization of medical imaging data. This highly configurable
and computationally efficient platform was employed with
the custom-made HMD in an AR application designed to
aid a high-precision manual task. In particular, they designed
an experimental user study to evaluate quantitatively and
qualitatively the reliability of the new concept headset coupled
with the software platform in guiding in VST mode a high-
precision manual task, i.e. a digital simulated tissue incision.

Twelve participants were asked to wear the customized VST
HMD and to perform the same simulated incision task under
two conditions: with naked-eye and with AR guidance. A
tablet notebook was used as digital surface of incision and
a digital pen as a digital scalpel. Each participants was asked
to trace ten different spline lines (five open curves and five
closed curves) with the digital stylus on the display of the
tablet under both conditions.

The quantitative analysis was performed by measuring the
similarity between the virtual spline associated to the planned
line of incision and the actual curve traced by the subject,
both with and without the AR guidance. The authors used
the Hausdorff distance to determine the “closeness” between
these two trajectories. Moreover, the time for completing
the manual task under both conditions was also measured.



Fig. 3. VST HMD Study: on the left, the experimental set up during a testing
session; on the right, examples of one task respectively performed with both
naked-eye (A), and with AR (B) modalities. Note the line of incision drawn
(in blu) following the planned one (in red).

The quantitative analysis showed positive results: the average
difference between the planned and the traced spline line
was less than 1mm for the AR test. It is worth mentioning
that, on average, the subjects performed mildly better with
the naked eye rather than with the HMD (only 0.07mm of
spatial difference). On the other hand, the completion times
were generally higher for the naked-eye than for the the tests
under the AR guidance.

A post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank test on both
the Hausdorff distance and the time of completion was carried
out to establish whether the users performance depends on the
guidance modality. Results showed a statistically significant
difference (p<0.05) in the accuracy of the performance with
the naked eye compared with the AR guidance, while, as for
the completion time, the statistically significant difference was
in favour of the AR guidance. Moreover, to determine if the
performance is influenced by the subject previous experience
with AR, HMD or digital pen, the Mann-Whitney U test
was conducted, revealing no significant differences (p>0.05).
Similarly, no statistically significant differences in completion
times were found in users who have experience with AR
and with HMD, whereas for the users with some experience
with the digital pen a statistically significant difference was
detected.

Data for the qualitative analysis were gathered after com-
pleting both groups of tests; each subject was asked to fill
in a Likert questionnaire in terms of usability, functionality
and technological acceptance. The qualitative results show
an overall positive opinion over the user study, especially
regarding the ease-to-use and for the comfort of the task. The
level of frustration experienced by the participants during the
test were generally low.

III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Recent studies raised the evidence that HMDs are emerging
as the most ergonomic and efficient solution for the guid-
ance of manual tasks, for their ability to leave unaltered the
egocentric viewpoint of the user. However, currently issue
regards which of the two paradigms available, optical and
video see-through, is the most suitable for supporting high-
precision manual tasks. To this end, in this work we reported
two user studies carried out by our research team involving a
commercially available OST and a customized VST.

The results of the two studies are summarized in Table I.

TABLE I
SUMMARY TABLE OF THE TWO USER STUDIES.

Study A Study B
See-Through

Paradigm OST VST

Device Microsoft
Hololens

Customized
HMD

Number
of participants 20 12

Error
Evaluation

Planned/drawn lines
length difference

Planned/drawn lines
Hausdorff distance

Test
Modalities NE AR NE AR

Number
of trials 6 6 10 10

Quantitative
Results [mm] (std)

2.8
(1.2)

5.9
(1.7)

0.91
(0.14)

0.98
(0.17)

Qualitative
Analysis Neutral Positive

In literature, there is no standardization of reported inaccu-
racies for image-guided surgery (IGS) systems [28]. In fact,
all errors are integrative and may be be classified depending
on their source (imaging-related, registration-related, human-
related) [29], or based on the standard classification between
fiducial localization error, fiducial registration error, and target
registration error. Considering that an image-guided system
for complex manual task in surgery is recommended when
the accuracy is less than 1-2 mm [28], [30], the outcomes
of the experiments with HoloLens suggested that this device
is not recommendable for aiding high-precision procedures
in the peripersonal space (equal to or less than arm length)
[24]. Moreover, the average error made by the participants
was considerable and significantly higher than the one made
during the execution of the task without the AR guidance. In
addition, the general opinion of the users about the visor was
tentative: they were not able to say whether it was reliable or
not, since they could not predict the accuracy with which they
performed the requested task.

On the contrary, the results of the VST experiments were
very encouraging. Though the subjects performed slightly
better in the naked-eye tests, the AR experiments still showed
promising results, with a very low discrepancy between the
planned and the drawn line. Furthermore, the comments on the
comfort, usability and reliability of the visor were generally



positive. On this basis, we can state that in case of manual
tasks which require a high level of precision the VST system
is to be preferred , since the new-concept AR HMD coupled
with the software platform is a reliable solution.

The major limitation of the present work is that it was
not possible a direct comparison between the two systems
since the user study protocols, in particular referred to the
experimental set up and the requested tasks (drawing a line
in a 2D space), were different. Planned future work should
include the design of a common protocol for testing properly
and in an unbiased way the two paradigms for the guidance
of 2D tracing tasks. In addition, a further comparison study
should be addressed to confirm the efficiency of the AR
platform for guiding high-precision also in a 3D space, e.g.
following the protocol we have recently reported in [31], where
the customized VST mechanism features a photon-to-photon
perceived latency of at least 67ms.

It is worth considering that, although the VST device offers
better performances, it features drawbacks that cannot be
ignored. For example, if a malfunctioning occurs, the direct
vision of the operating field is not preserved, thus preventing
the user to safely proceed with the task completion. This issue
is easily avoided in the OST system which instead features
an unhindered view of the real scene. Therefore, combining
the advantages of both see-through paradigms can potentially
offer the best solution for an AR guiding system capable to
adapt to different conditions. This aspect has already been
addressed within European project VOSTARS (Video and
Optical See-Through Augmented Reality Surgical Systems
[32]). Indeed, the software platform and the the new-concept
headset described in [17] and proposed by the aforementioned
project, are designed for the deployment of both VST and
OST AR application. This would allow our group to perform
a common test in both modalities by simply switching from
one to the other using the same device.
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